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This research project explored what audiences think and how 

they feel about the proposed changes to BBC iPlayer  

Background & objectives 

OFCOM has requested the BBC conduct a Public Interest Test on the proposals to extend content availability 

windows in BBC iPlayer, which include:  

1. Offering more content as ‘box-sets’, with all episodes available online simultaneously for an extended period 

of more than 30 days 

2. Supporting returning series with extended box-set availability of their previous seasons 

3. Making archive box-sets available for an extended period.  While the length of extended periods is still 
under discussion, we will assume for this project that it is at least 6 months 

Objectives 

• Overall: to get a robust and reliable view of what audiences perceive as the personal and public value of the 

BBC’s proposals to change BBC iPlayer  

• By testing this hypothesis: extending the range of content and its availability on BBC iPlayer increases the public 
value of the service 
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We tested the public value of the proposed changes using a 

combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies  

Methodology  

Qualitative  

* 27.5% of those who responded to the survey completed it. Those that did not were either screened out (due to quotas being full), or dropped out part way through 

Consumer / personal benefits of the changes 

Value of the proposals from a wider societal perspective  

Quantitative  

As left, but on a larger scale 

Establishing whether viewers switch would switch away from 

commercially funded services 

18 x 2.5 hour Extended Group Discussions 

126 participants of ages 16 – 55+ across the UK  

Inclusive of heavy, medium, light and non BBC iPlayer users   

2,200* respondents from GB 

Representative profile in terms of demogs and BBC iPlayer usage 

20 minute online survey 



1. The proposed changes and how we tested them in the research  

2. How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today   

3. Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

4. Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

5. Final thoughts  

Today’s presentation  
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In the qualitative group discussions we established perceptions 

of BBC iPlayer at three different stages    

The proposed changes and how we tested them 

Spontaneous  

1 2 3 

Prompted  Post changes evaluation   

• Word associations 

with Player  

• How BBC iPlayer 

compares to other 

(S)VOD services 

• Score out of 10   

• Open discussion  

• Time to explore BBC 

iPlayer (mix of 

platforms)  

• Write a Watch List of 

content interested in  

• New score out of 10  

• Open discussion  

• Proposed changes 

introduced in a step-by-

step guide  

• Clarity of understanding 

ensured throughout  

• Final score out of 10  

• Open discussion  
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The proposed changes and how these were explained to 

audiences in a step-by-step guide  

The proposed changes and how we tested them 

NB: full slides in the Appendix  
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In the quantitative survey we asked about TV viewing behaviours 

and perceptions of BBC iPlayer before and after the changes 

The proposed changes and how we tested them 

Video consumption Perceptions Exposure to changes Impact on behaviours Impact on perceptions 

• Time spent 
watching each type 
of TV 

 
• Channels watched 

 
• On demand 

services used 
 

• Motivations for 

watching on 
demand 

• Favourability 
towards on 
demand services 
(including BBC 
iPlayer) 
 

• Reasons for using 

BBC iPlayer 
 

• Perceptions of BBC 
iPlayer (how well it 
delivers across a 
range of metrics) 

• Changes presented 
as a range of 
potential changes 

to BBC iPlayer 
 

• Detailed 
descriptions 
provided of each in 
terms of what would 
be available and 

for how long 

• Change in usage of 
BBC iPlayer 
 

• Change in viewing 
of other TV  
 

• Change in usage of 
other services 
 

• Propensity to cancel 

subscriptions 

• Change in 
favourability 
towards BBC iPlayer 
 

• Change in reasons 

for using BBC iPlayer 
 

• Change in 
perceptions of BBC 
iPlayer 
 

• Perceptions of 

societal impact 
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This is a snapshot of a typical range of programmes 
available on BBC iPlayer as part of its current 30 day 

catch-up offering. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

On the next few screens, we’re going to show you more 

pictures to illustrate how BBC iPlayer might look after a 
series of changes.  

Before exposing respondents to the changes, we gave them a 

detailed description of the current 30 day catch up offer 

The proposed changes and how we tested them 

NB the images in the survey were set against a grey background so that respondents didn’t confuse the screen for the BBC iPlayer homepage 

Currently, BBC iPlayer typically offers a 30 day catch-up 
service, with TV episodes available to watch for 30 days 

after they have been broadcast on TV.  
 
Recently, BBC iPlayer has offered an additional selection 
of boxsets of TV series – so episodes from longer than 30 
days ago can also be watched – but this isn’t typically 
part of what the service offers. 
 
On the first screen, we’re going to show you a snapshot 

of the range of programmes typically available on BBC 
iPlayer as part of its current 30 day catch-up offering.  
 
Please bear in mind that this is a picture with some 
typical examples of the range of programmes available, 
and not a full list of what’s offered by BBC iPlayer, which 
also includes children’s programmes, entertainment and 

lifestyle, news, sport and music – that would be too 
much to put into one picture! 
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Each change was then shown in turn with a description of what 

would be available and for how long 

The proposed changes and how we tested them 

CHANGE 4: COMPLETE CURRENT AND PREVIOUS SERIES, 

AS WELL AS SOME OLDER SERIES, AVAILABLE FOR 

LONGER 

What’s available? Complete boxsets (all episodes so 

far from current and previous series) of recent TV 

programmes, as well as complete boxsets of some 

older TV series. 

 For how long? For one year or longer. 

CHANGE 2: ALL EPISODES OF CURRENT SERIES SO FAR, 
PLUS PREVIOUS SERIES 
  
What’s available? All episodes shown so far from the 
current series that is being shown on BBC channels at 
the time, as well as all episodes from previous series. 
  
For how long? Throughout the current series and for 
30 days after the final episode is broadcast on TV. 

CHANGE 1: ALL EPISODES OF CURRENT SERIES SO FAR 
  
What’s available? All episodes shown so far from 
current series that are being shown on BBC channels 
at the time. 
  
For how long? Throughout the current series and for 
30 days after the final episode is broadcast on TV. 

CHANGE 3: ALL EPISODES OF CURRENT SERIES SO FAR, 
PLUS PREVIOUS SERIES, AVAILABLE FOR LONGER 
  
What’s available? All episodes shown so far from the 
current series that is being shown on BBC channels at 
the time, as well as all episodes from previous series. 
  

For how long? Throughout the current series and for 
one year after the final episode is broadcast on TV. 



1. The proposed changes and how we tested them in the research  

2. How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today   

3. Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

4. Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

5. Final thoughts  
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Browsing for new content is one of the key reasons for using OD 

services, but isn’t currently a prominent driver for BBC iPlayer 

How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today  

Catch-up on content from the past week 

Browse for new content 

Watch something recommended 

Catch-up on content from the past month 

Watch something exclusive/original 

Watch something that hasn’t been on TV 

Re-watch something familiar  

Catch-up on content from more than a year ago 

Catch-up on content from the past week 

Catch-up on content from the past month 

Watch something recommended 

Browse for new content 

Re-watch something familiar  

Catch-up on content from more than a year ago 

Watch something exclusive/original 

Watch something that hasn’t been on TV 

42% 

34% 

28% 

27% 

25% 

23% 

22% 

21% 

56% 

33% 

28% 

26% 

22% 

18% 

18% 

14% 

Reasons for using on demand services (total sample) Reasons for using             (BBC iPlayer users) 

C1. For which of the following reasons do you use online TV on-demand services like those below to watch TV programmes or films on demand? Base: those who use on demand services (1,935) 

C3. For which of the following reasons do you use online TV on-demand services like those below to watch TV programmes or films on demand ? Base: iPlayer users (1,629) 

NB Answer options have been abbreviated, full text can be found in the notes 
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For 16-34s, browsing is the key motivation to use on demand 

services, and the disparity for iPlayer is even greater 

How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today  

Catch-up on content from the past week 

Browse for new content 

Watch something recommended 

Catch-up on content from the past month 

Watch something exclusive/original 

Watch something that hasn’t been on TV 

Re-watch something familiar  

Catch-up on content from more than a year ago 

Catch-up on content from the past week 

Catch-up on content from the past month 

Watch something recommended 

Browse for new content 

Re-watch something familiar  

Catch-up on content from more than a year ago 

Watch something exclusive/original 

Watch something that hasn’t been on TV 

30% 

36% 

32% 

27% 

30% 

29% 

28% 

25% 

44% 

28% 

25% 

23% 

23% 

18% 

22% 

17% 

Reasons for using on demand services (16-34s) Reasons for using             (16-34 year old BBC iPlayer users) 

C1. For which of the following reasons do you use online TV on-demand services like those below to watch TV programmes or films on demand? Base: 16-34 year olds who use on demand services (683) 

C3. For which of the following reasons do you use online TV on-demand services like those below to watch TV programmes or films on demand ? Base: 16-34 year old BBC iPlayer users (535) 

NB Answer options have been abbreviated, full text can be found in the notes 
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Typically audiences – of all types and ages – currently see BBC 

iPlayer predominantly as a catch up service  

How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today  

• BBC iPlayer widely seen as a place for catch up TV (across platforms)  

• Only a minority are browsing, with most going to the service with a 

specific purpose – to watch a named programme  

– Typically older (55+) heavier users are those who are browsing  

• In this regard, it is seen as similar to the other BVOD services of ITV Hub, 
All4 and My5 which are used in a similar way (although some more 

browsing of All4 due to archive content)  

It’s for catch up from 

the week. It’s more 

about episodes, not films 

16-17, Light and non, Birmingham  

We use it to catch up 

on programmes 

that we’ve missed  
55-74, Heavy and medium, Leeds  

It’s just boring, old 

fashioned catch up  
35-54, Light and non, Leeds  
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Younger audiences, and lighter users, often feel that BBC iPlayer 

has little for them in terms of content at the moment 

  

How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today  

*NB: including 16-34 heavier uses  

It’s quite bland, with censored 
humour. It’s only English 
programmes and doesn’t 
have the variety you get on 
Netflix  

16-17, Light and non, Birmingham  

 

I’ve put there’s nothing fun, 
young or exciting about it… 
it targets an older audience 
with its documentaries  

18-24, Heavy and medium, Leeds 

 

It’s not a go-to service. I 
would only watch it to catch 
up on something I missed or 
heard that was very good  

25-34, Light and non, Leeds  

 

• 16-34s* consistently perceive BBC iPlayer as not being a service “for them” 

– Feel that the content is for older audiences (i.e. 35+) & lacks variety  

• As such their relationship with the service is quite functional 

– Catch up on the odd programme / a new show being talked about 

• Lighter users, by definition, are similar in attitude and behaviour  
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Perceptions of the quality, range and relevance of shows on BBC 

iPlayer are consistently lower among younger audiences 

How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today  

C4. How well, if at all, do you think BBC iPlayer provides each of these things, regardless of whether or not you currently use it? Base: 16-34s (723), 35+s (1,477)  

36% 

31% 
29% 30% 

34% 

45% 

40% 

35% 
37% 

40% 

High quality TV shows and

films

A wide choice of different TV

shows and films

Lots of TV shows and films

that I want to watch

personally

Lots of TV shows and films

that other people my age

want to watch

Lots of TV shows and films

that the general population

want to watch

16-34s 35+s

Proportion rating BBC iPlayer 8-10 out of 10 for providing each of the below (by age) 
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Netflix is seen as the gold standard and the bar it sets can mean 

that BBC iPlayer is seen as being behind the times  

How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today  

• By contrast Netflix (for those who have access to it) is seen as 

the go-to service for on-demand content, even amongst 
some heavier BBC iPlayer users 

• Seen as having some of the ‘best of BBC’ (e.g. Luther) so more 

of a ‘one-stop-shop’ for something to watch    

• Audiences value full box sets, range of content (UK & USA, 

films, more genres e.g. anime) and user-friendly interface 

– All mean Netflix is used more for browsing vs. BVOD services 

 

iPlayer is falling 

behind (Netflix)  

25-34, Light and non, Leeds  

 

Netflix is the most 

popular app for 

most people  

16-17, Heavy and medium, 

London  

 

Total 

sample 

Users of 

each 

7.5 8.3 

6.9 7.6 

6.5 7.0 

6.4 7.3 

6.2 6.7 

5.8 6.7 

5.8 6.4 

Favourability towards each service (mean score out of 10) 

C2. What do you think of the following online TV on-demand services, regardless of whether or not you currently use them? Base: total sample (2,200), Netflix users (1,311), ITV Hub users (1,485), Amazon 

Prime Video users (995), All4 users (1,342), Now TV users (724), My5 users (1,215) 
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Audiences find the 30 day window for content frustrating and 

can be confused about why (more) content is not available  

How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today  

• Audiences find the 30 day window confusing and frustrating  

– Unclear how long programmes are available for:  28 days, 30 days, 1-2 months, 1 year 

all mentioned (and some unaware of the window altogether)   

– It can prevent people from using BBC iPlayer as they think episodes aren’t available. 

Some admit to starting searches for BBC shows on Netflix as a result instead 

• It means that iPlayer can be seen as place for lots of single episodes and not a 

permanent place for content. For young audiences in particular this feels alien (vs. 

other services) and can be off-putting  

NB: A minority like the idea of a 30 day window (older) and happy to watch things straight away  

 

I find that on BBC iPlayer, when I want 

to start a new show it doesn't always 

have the whole series.  

I like that Netflix always has the whole thing.  

16-17, Heavy and medium, London  

 

They have a 30-day life on it. You've not got the option, you 

need to watch it now or not. Or sometimes you'll see 

something that you want to come back to, but you don't come 

back to it for a week or a month and it’s not there anymore 

 25-34, Light and non, Edinburgh   
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Perceptions of BBC iPlayer are often worse than the reality – after 

prompted exploration audiences are generally more positive  

How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today  

• After prompted exploration of BBC iPlayer light and non users often felt there was more for them than they realised  

– Box sets: across ages there was appeal for the box sets available (e.g. Killing Eve, Bodyguard) – with some 

surprise that these were available for those who were aware of 30 day window  

– Films: low awareness / consideration of BBC iPlayer as somewhere to go to watch films – appealing for 16-34s 

and families (with Netflix film offer not always viewed as being particularly strong)  

– From the Archive: older (55+) audiences were pleasantly surprised to find older content on BBC iPlayer  

From looking at everything 

I realised they actually 

have so much  

55-74 , Light and non, Glasgow  

I didn’t know they had 

films on there 

16-17, Light and non, Birmingham  



1. The proposed changes and how we tested them in the research  

2. How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today   

3. Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

4. Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

5. Final thoughts  
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The proposed changes to BBC iPlayer are well received across all  

age groups and seen as a positive set of changes for the service 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

The changes are an 

improvement. There still 

needs more work doing but 

these changes are 

essential  
18-24, Light and non, Leeds  

 

Love it! I would definitely use 

iPlayer more as I would NEVER 

watch a random episode, I’ll 

always want to watch the ‘box set’ from 

series one, episode one, so this give you 
more opportunity to watch it  

35-54, Heavy and medium, Leeds  

 

I think it's really good because if you're 

going to miss a lot of things you’ve then 

got a whole year to watch every single 

one. You're not trying to cram in 

watching Doctor Who within 30 days  

25-34, Light and non, Glasgow  

 

I feel these changes 

would be very good 

for BBC iPlayer and 

should happen  
16-17, Light and non, Birmingham  

16-17  18-24 25-34 

35-54 55-74 

It will be better as there will 

be more content that 

you can binge and 

better for younger 

age groups  
25-34, Heavy and medium, Swansea  
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Favourability towards BBC iPlayer would improve considerably if 

all proposed changes were made 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

C2. What do you think of the following online TV on-demand services, regardless of whether or not you currently use them? Base: total sample (2,200) 

D1. If ALL of the changes we just showed you were made, what would your general impression be of BBC iPlayer? Base: total sample (2,200) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Extremely 

unfavourable 
Extremely 
favourable 

Favourability towards BBC iPlayer before and after the changes (total sample) 

10% 32% 42% 

6% 29% 57% 

Av. 6.9 

Av. 7.6 

PRE-CHANGES 

POST-CHANGES 
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5.76 5.8 

6.2 
6.4 6.5 

6.9 

7.5 

Now TV My5 All4 Amazon Prime ITV Hub iPlayer Netflix

The changes have the potential to elevate favourability towards 

BBC iPlayer overall 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

C2. What do you think of the following online TV on-demand services, regardless of whether or not you currently use them? Base: total sample (2,200) 

D1. If ALL of the changes we just showed you were made, what would your general impression be of BBC iPlayer? Base: total sample (2,200) 

5.8 

6.2 
6.4 6.5 

6.9 

7.5 7.6 

Favourability towards each service (total sample) 

5.8 

BBC iPlayer post-changes Current perceptions 

All scores based on current 
perceptions of the service – 

no stimulus was shown 
before this question 

Only the score for BBC iPlayer was revaluated after stimulus 
was shown detailing the current offer and the potential 

changes. It’s likely scores for the other services would rise if 
stimulus was shown familiarising respondents with their full offer 
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My5 Now TV All4 Amazon Prime ITV Hub iPlayer Netflix

For 16-34s, the changes would improve favourability towards BBC 

iPlayer but it would remain in second place behind Netflix 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

C2. What do you think of the following online TV on-demand services, regardless of whether or not you currently use them? Base: 16-34s (723) 

D1. If ALL of the changes we just showed you were made, what would your general impression be of BBC iPlayer? Base: 16-34s (723) 

Favourability towards BBC iPlayer before and after the changes vs other services (among 16-34s) 

5.9 

5.4 

6.2 

6.5 6.5 
6.4 

8.2 

7.4 

BBC iPlayer post-changes Current perceptions 
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My5 Now TV All4 Amazon Prime ITV Hub iPlayer Netflix

For older audiences, favourability towards BBC iPlayer would be 

even stronger than it is currently following the changes 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

C2. What do you think of the following online TV on-demand services, regardless of whether or not you currently use them? Base: 35+s (1,477) 

D1. If ALL of the changes we just showed you were made, what would your general impression be of BBC iPlayer? Base: 35+s (1,477) 

5.9 

6.3 6.4 

6.5 

7.1 7.1 

Favourability towards BBC iPlayer before and after the changes vs other services (among 35+s) 

5.7 

7.8 

BBC iPlayer post-changes Current perceptions 
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The changes would have the biggest impact on favourability 

among light/non-users of BBC iPlayer 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

C2. What do you think of the following online TV on-demand services, regardless of whether or not you currently use them? Base: use iPlayer daily (119), use iPlayer weekly (731), use iPlayer monthly 

(405), use iPlayer less often (374), never use iPlayer (571) / D1. If ALL of the changes we just showed you were made, what would your general impression be of BBC iPlayer? Base: use iPlayer daily (119), 

use iPlayer weekly (731), use iPlayer monthly (405), use iPlayer less often (374), never use iPlayer (571) 

8.5 8.6 

8.1 8.5 

7.3 8.0 

6.5 7.6 

+0.1 

+0.4 

+0.7 

+1.1 

Pre-changes Post-changes Uplift 

Use iPlayer daily 

Use iPlayer weekly 

Use iPlayer monthly 

Use iPlayer less often 

6.4 4.7 +1.7 Never use iPlayer 

Favourability towards BBC iPlayer before and after the changes 

I feel as though it would 

improve iPlayer as there 

is more variety of shows 
and some classics  

16-17, Light and non, Birmingham  

 

The changes would be 

wonderful. More current, 

up to date and in line with 
other popular streaming sites  

35-54, Light and non, Leeds  

 

H
e

a
v

y
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g

h
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n
o

n
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50% 
48% 

42% 41% 

46% 

59% 
57% 

51% 50% 
54% 

High quality TV shows and

films

A wide choice of different TV

shows and films

Lots of TV shows and films

that I want to watch

personally

Lots of TV shows and films

that other people my age

want to watch

Lots of TV shows and films

that the general population

want to watch

16-34s 35+s

36% 

31% 
29% 30% 

34% 

45% 

40% 

35% 
37% 

40% 

High quality TV shows and

films

A wide choice of different TV

shows and films

Lots of TV shows and films

that I want to watch

personally

Lots of TV shows and films

that other people my age

want to watch

Lots of TV shows and films

that the general population

want to watch

16-34s 35+s

The changes would boost perceptions of quality, range and 

relevance, with all ages seeing more content ‘for them’ 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

C4. How well, if at all, do you think BBC iPlayer provides each of these things, regardless of whether or not you currently use it? Base: 16-34s (723), 35+s (1,477)  

D13. If all of these changes were made, how well, if at all, do you think BBC iPlayer would be able to provide each of these things? Base: 16-34s (723), 35+s (1,477)  

Proportion rating BBC iPlayer 8-10 out of 10 for providing each of the below before and after the changes (by age) 

Pre-changes Post-changes 
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Audiences would have more reasons to use iPlayer beyond 

catch-up, transforming it into an entertainment destination 

C3. For which of the following reasons do you use online TV on-demand services like those below to watch TV programmes or films on demand? iPlayer users (1,629) 

D12. For which of the following reasons would you use BBC iPlayer if all of these changes were made? Base: those who would use iPlayer following the changes (1,866) 

NB Answer options have been abbreviated, full text can be found in the notes 

 

Catch-up on content from the past week 

Catch-up on content from the past month 

Watch something recommended 

Browse for new content 

Re-watch something familiar  

Catch-up on content from more than a year ago 

Watch something exclusive/original 

Watch something that hasn’t been on TV 

56% 

33% 

28% 

26% 

22% 

18% 

18% 

14% 

Catch-up on content from the past week 

Catch-up on content from the past month 

Watch something recommended 

Browse for new content 

Re-watch something familiar  

Catch-up on content from more than a year ago 

Watch something exclusive/original 

Watch something that hasn’t been on TV 

39% 

35% 

33% 

40% 

28% 

35% 

28% 

23% 

Reasons for using            post-changes (all adults) Reasons for using             pre-changes  (all adults) 
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Browsing and watching archive content would also increase 

among 16-34s, but overall the changes are less marked 

C3. For which of the following reasons do you use online TV on-demand services like those below to watch TV programmes or films on demand? 16-34 year old iPlayer users (535) 

D12. For which of the following reasons would you use BBC iPlayer if all of these changes were made? Base: 16-34 year olds who would use iPlayer following the changes (624) 

NB Answer options have been abbreviated, full text can be found in the notes 

 

Catch-up on content from the past week 

Catch-up on content from the past month 

Watch something recommended 

Browse for new content 

Re-watch something familiar  

Catch-up on content from more than a year ago 

Watch something exclusive/original 

Watch something that hasn’t been on TV 

31% 

29% 

31% 

32% 

28% 

29% 

26% 

18% 

Reasons for using            post-changes (16-34s) Reasons for using             pre-changes (16-34s) 

Catch-up on content from the past week 

Catch-up on content from the past month 

Watch something recommended 

Browse for new content 

Re-watch something familiar  

Catch-up on content from more than a year ago 

Watch something exclusive/original 

Watch something that hasn’t been on TV 

44% 

28% 

25% 

23% 

23% 

18% 

22% 

17% 
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However, whilst a positive response, many see the changes as 

just bringing BBC iPlayer in line with modern day expectations 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

• Changes are consistent with what audiences expect from an 
on-demand service  

– Seen as “essential” and needed for BBC iPlayer to evolve, 

modernise and keep up (and overdue by 16-34s) 

• Generally was felt this would help BBC iPlayer with their ‘slice 

of the pie’ – but that even with these Netflix would still be the 

market leader and it was hard for BBC iPlayer to compete  

The changes are really good and show 

that they are evolving and trying to 

catch up with other similar 

services 
35-54, Heavy and medium, Edinburgh  

 

I think that the changes shouldn’t be 

‘changes’ and should already be 

implemented  
18-24, Light and non, Leeds  

 

I think the proposed changes are very 

needed in today’s streaming on 

demand climate 
18-24, Heavy and medium, London  
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The changes are well received across ages as they address 

some of the issues identified by the audience themselves  

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

• Audiences feel the changes will allow them greater 

convenience to watch content on their terms  

• It helps to alleviate some of the frustrations and 

confusion of the 30 day window  

• Helps to shift perceptions of BBC iPlayer as being just a 

place to catch up on single programmes  

 

 

D14. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Base: total sample (2,200), 16-34s (723) 

It gives more of a chance to watch shows 
rather than take them off and miss them  

16-17, Light and non, Birmingham  

 

I like the idea of all the different series available. 

I would go back and watch form the start, 
not jumping in at season 3               

25-34, Light and non, Edinburgh  

 

This will make iPlayer better. Having 

programmes on for 12 months minimum not 30 

days gives people enough time to watch  

35-54, Light and non, Leeds  

 

It makes it much more reliable and not so 

restricted….overall more relaxed 

18-24, Light and non, Cardiff  

 

64% 

All adults 

BBC iPlayer would be used by 

others for more than just catching 

up on TV they've recently missed 

Slightly/Strongly agree  

Neither agree nor disagree 

Slightly/ Strongly disagree 
60% 

16-34s 
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Audiences felt that if the proposed changes are implemented 

there would be more variety and so depth of content available 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

• By having more box sets and the addition of archive (including kids) 

audiences felt there was more depth and variety of options available 

• However, whilst the added volume was widely welcomed, some did feel 

that this was “more of the same stuff” as opposed to new content, like 

Netflix Originals  

– Although some content might be new to them, it might not be new to 

the market, or wider population  

 

It’s good to have more 

variety for a longer 

time. You can also 
catch up with new 

series that came out 

and you missed 

18-24, Light and non, Cardiff  

 

It will give you more choice and 

more options 

25-34, Heavy and medium, Swansea  

 

I feel as though it would improve 

iPlayer as there is more variety of shows  

16-17, Light and non, Birmingham  

 

C4. How well, if at all, do you think BBC iPlayer provides each of these things, regardless of whether or not you currently use it? Base: total sample (2,200), 16-34s (723) 

D13. If all of these changes were made, how well, if at all, do you think BBC iPlayer would be able to provide each of these things? Base: total sample (2,200), 16-34s (723) 

30% 44% 

Rating BBC iPlayer 8-10 out of 10 for 
offering the ability to discover new 

TV and films to watch 

30% 49% 

Post-changes Pre-changes 

All adults 16-34s 
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Audiences suggest they are more likely to browse BBC iPlayer for 

content than they do now, if the changes are implemented 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

D14. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Base: total sample (2,200), 16-34s (723) 

• Audiences felt that the changes would encourage greater browsing 
of BBC iPlayer due to availability of full box sets and archive content 

providing them with more choices / accessibility 

• The changes help to bring BBC iPlayer higher in the consideration set 

of options for on-demand viewing  

Full access to previous series, that’s a brilliant idea and would make 

me more likely to browse as I would know I could immerse myself 

and not be frustrated if I couldn’t watch all the episodes 

35-54, Light and non, Swansea  

 

The changes would make me want to browse iPlayer 

more often and watch more series 

35-54, Light and non, Leeds  

 

63% 

All adults 

People would be more likely to look 

for new programmes on BBC iPlayer 

Slightly/Strongly agree  

Neither agree nor disagree 

Slightly/ Strongly disagree 

60% 

16-34s 
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Box set availability for longer was something which audiences 

welcomed and felt would help bring BBC iPlayer more in line  

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

• Having a greater volume of box sets – with longer availability – is seen 

as beneficial as it allows audiences to watch TV more on their terms 

– This is in line with how they watch series on other services at the 

moment e.g. Sunday binges  

• Knowing these are available on BBC iPlayer might reduce the need to 

go to Netflix to try and find previous series  

C4. How well, if at all, do you think BBC iPlayer provides each of these things, regardless of whether or not you currently use it? Base: total sample (2,200), 16-34s (723) 

D13. If all of these changes were made, how well, if at all, do you think BBC iPlayer would be able to provide each of these things? Base: total sample (2,200), 16-34s (723) 

Box sets for me would be the most important 

thing as incomplete series are so annoying. That’s 

why I go to Netflix to watch BBC series  

16-17, Light and non, London  

 

Previous series is a fantastic idea for Sunday 

binges and to get into the new series release 

35-54, Light and non, Leeds  

 

Rating BBC iPlayer 8-10 out of 10 for 
offering the ability to watch full 

series/boxsets of TV shows 

34% 53% 31% 58% 

Post-changes Pre-changes 

All adults 16-34s 
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There were several audiences queries around how soon in 

advance of the new series previous series would be available  

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

• Whilst a positive change, some concern that ‘ahead of the new series’ would still not provide the time 

and flexibility to fully catch up on previous series before the new one began  

– Also, if a series finishes and does not return, i.e. no more planned, audience hoped this meant it 

moved across to archive (after the 12 months of the most recent series being available) 

• Ideally audiences want previous series to be available at all times and all year round  

It’s good but when would they be available? You 

still need time to be able to watch them   
35-54, Light and non, Leeds  

 

How long would the past series be available, you 

need more than 30 days for a programme like Dr 

Who for example 

35-54, Light and non, Swansea  
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Reactions to the inclusion of archive content was positive across 

ages & audiences – especially if this was exclusive to BBC iPlayer  

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

•  Addition of archive helps to make BBC iPlayer more of a place to 

go to for browsing and ‘wind down’ scenarios  

– To benefit BBC iPlayer the most, audiences feel that archive 

should only be available on iPlayer 

– If it was still available on other services (e.g. Netflix) this would 

limit the impact and mean audiences still turned elsewhere first 

 

Having the archive and full box sets would be good 

because people will watch more, especially if it’s 

exclusive to BBC iPlayer 
18-24, Heavy and medium, Glasgow 

 

Increases my chances of using  the platform, more variety 

due to archive such as Top Gear and Tracy Beaker 

16-17, Light and non, Birmingham  

 

Rating BBC iPlayer 8-10 out of 10 for 
offering TV shows and films from the 

past (i.e. shown years ago) 

C4. How well, if at all, do you think BBC iPlayer provides each of these things, regardless of whether or not you currently use it? Base: total sample (2,200), 16-34s (723) 

D13. If all of these changes were made, how well, if at all, do you think BBC iPlayer would be able to provide each of these things? Base: total sample (2,200), 16-34s (723) 

26% 43% 25% 49% 

Post-changes Pre-changes 

All adults 16-34s 
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Audiences struggled to rank the changes as they couldn’t clearly 

distinguish between them and saw them more as a package  

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

When does something go from being a 

returning series to the archive?  

35-54, Light and non, Swansea 

If you’re going to have everything then it 

makes sense to have it there for longer or I 
still  won’t have time to watch it  

18-24, Light and non, Cardiff 

More archive TV 

programmes  

Programmes are 

available for longer 

– at least up to 12 

months  

Complete boxset for 

titles made up of new 

returning series and 

their previous series  

• Audiences saw the changes working as a whole, 

rather than in isolation  

• As such they struggled to pull apart and rank 

their preferences  
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We tested a range of statements to test what kind of impact the 

changes might have at a personal level  

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  
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There were mixed levels of agreement in terms of the statements 

regarding the impact of the proposed changes 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

Key:        general disagreement with statement           mixed views on statement         general agreement with statement  
D2. To what extent to do you agree or disagree that these changes to BBC iPlayer would have the following impact on you personally? Base: total sample (2,220) figures shown are net slightly/strongly 

agree / D3. If all of the changes were made, would it change how often you use BBC iPlayer? Base: iPlayer users (1,629) figure shown is net slightly/a lot more 

  

55% 63% 56% 

65% 71% 

16-34s 59% 
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There was widespread agreement that the changes would 

encourage greater usage – and browsing – of BBC iPlayer  

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

I would use it more, 
because if there's a 

greater variety I would go 

on there thinking that I 

could find something I 

want to watch  

16-17, Heavy and medium, London  

 

More variety, I would look through iPlayer and 

browse what to watch a lot more than now 

35-54, Light and non, Leeds  

 

I would end up using it more because of the length 

of time that programmes are available  

55-74, Light and non, London  

 

65% 71% 

Key:        general disagreement with statement           mixed views on statement         general agreement with statement  
D2. To what extent to do you agree or disagree that these changes to BBC iPlayer would have the following impact on you personally? Base: total sample (2,220) figures shown are net slightly/strongly 

agree / D3. If all of the changes were made, would it change how often you use BBC iPlayer? Base: iPlayer users (1,629) figure shown is net slightly/a lot more 
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There were mixed levels of agreement about offering more 

shows they’d like and it being more of a place for new content  

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

Not necessarily more programmes 

that I like, but more that I missed 

55-74, Light and non, Glasgow  

 
It would have more programmes, but 

it would be more of the same  
16-17, Light and non, Birmingham  

 

I would be looking for 'new' 

programmes but ones that I 

haven’t seen before, not newer 

ones that the BBC are creating 
55-74, Light and non, London  

 

• As outlined earlier, mixed 

views due to sense of ‘more 

of the same’ content and 

mixed definitions of what 

constitutes ‘new’  

 55% 56% 

Key:        general disagreement with statement           mixed views on statement         general agreement with statement  
D2. To what extent to do you agree or disagree that these changes to BBC iPlayer would have the following impact on you personally? Base: total sample (2,220) figures shown are net slightly/strongly 

agree 

  

16-34s 59% 
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The changes increase the volume of BBC’s distinctive content, 

but don’t make BBC iPlayer any more distinctive to other services   

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

• A greater range of programmes 

which are distinctive to the BBC 

vs. other (S)VOD services   

 

The changes would make me 

want to browse iPlayer more 

often and watch more series 

35-54, Light and non, Leeds  

 

• Whereas others see the increased 

volume as more of the same, so not 

necessarily as  more distinctive 

• Longer viewing window and box sets 

are consistent with other services – 

not particularly different from 

audiences’ wider experiences  

 

Yes, I think that word 

distinctive. iPlayer is 

giving you a big 

range…they 

(programmes)  are 

more distinctive than 

Netflix 
55-74, Light and non, Glasgow  

 

No, it will just be like a 

free Netflix 
16-17, Light and non, London  

 

63% 

Key:        general disagreement with statement           mixed views on statement         general agreement with statement  
D2. To what extent to do you agree or disagree that these changes to BBC iPlayer would have the following impact on you personally? Base: total sample (2,220) figures shown are net slightly/strongly 

agree 
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The reach of BBC iPlayer would increase following the changes, 

particularly among younger audiences 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

NB differences between 16-34s and 35+s not significant due to small base sizes 

D5. How likely would you be to start using BBC iPlayer in the next 6 months as a result of all of these changes being made? Base: non-iPlayer users (571), 16-34 year old non-iPlayer users (188), 35+ year 

old non-iPlayer users (383), total sample (2,200) 

Non-users who would start using BBC iPlayer after the changes (non-iPlayer users) 

4% 

5% 

4% 

17% 

21% 

18% 

22% 

29% 

24% 

37% 

21% 

32% 

20% 

24% 

21% 

35+s

16-34s

All adults

Definitely will Probably will Probably won't Definitely won't Don't know/unsure

22% (8% of the population) 

26% 

21% 
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Frequency of using BBC iPlayer would increase following the 

changes, with older audiences more likely to use it a lot more 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

NB differences between 16-34s and 35+s not significant due to small base sizes 

D5. How likely would you be to start using BBC iPlayer in the next 6 months as a result of all of these changes being made? Base: iPlayer users (1,629), 16-34 year old iPlayer users (535), 35+ year old 

Player users (1,094), total sample (2,200) 

Impact of the changes on frequency of usage of BBC iPlayer (current users) 

33% 

28% 

32% 

38% 

42% 

39% 

27% 

26% 

27% 

4% 

2% 

35+s

16-34s

All adults

A lot more Slightly more No change Slightly less A lot less

71% (21% of the population) 

70% 

71% 

Significantly higher 
than 16-34s 
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Just under half of the population are likely to spend more time 

with BBC iPlayer following the changes 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

D3. If all of the changes were made, would it change how often you use BBC iPlayer? Base: total sample (2,200) 

21% 

Would use BBC iPlayer slightly/a lot more 

Would use BBC iPlayer a lot more 

46% Equates to 71% of 
current users 

Proportion who’d spend more time with iPlayer after the changes (total sample) 
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Many will watch more TV overall to fit in more hours with BBC 

iPlayer, while the TV format most likely to decline is live TV 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

D7. How likely would you be to find the time to use BBC iPlayer more by doing the following things? Base: those who’d watch iPlayer more (1,215) 

D7A. And if you had to choose ONE thing to do less of, which one would it be? Base: those who’d watch iPlayer more and didn’t select ‘don’t know’ (1,201) 

All things they’d consider watching less of 

None, I’d just fit it in 67% 

Live TV 59% 

BVOD 62% 

Recorded TV 62% 

SVOD 62% 

Pay TV OD 60% 

Other video 54% 

Types of TV that would be watched less after the changes (total sample) 

ONE thing they’d watch less of, if they had to choose 

None, I’d just fit it in 24% 

Live TV 22% 

Recorded TV 15% 

SVOD 12% 

BVOD 10% 

Other video 9% 

Pay TV OD 8% 
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Younger audiences are less likely to find extra time, with live and 

recorded TV the main areas they’d cut back on 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

D7. How likely would you be to find the time to use BBC iPlayer more by doing the following things? Base: 16-34 year olds who’d watch iPlayer more (416) 

D7A. And if you had to choose ONE thing to do less of, which one would it be? Base: 16-34 year olds who’d watch iPlayer more and didn’t select ‘don’t know’ (393) 

All things they’d consider watching less of 

BVOD 69% 

None, I’d just fit it in 65% 

SVOD 65% 

Recorded TV 64% 

Pay TV OD 63% 

Live TV 61% 

Other video 56% 

Types of TV that would be watched less after the changes (all 16-34s) 

ONE thing they’d watch less of, if they had to choose 

Live TV 22% 

Recorded TV 18% 

None, I’d just fit it in 15% 

SVOD 13% 

BVOD 12% 

Other video 10% 

Pay TV OD 10% 
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Younger audiences are likely to take the change to watch PSB 

linear content on demand and reduce time on Netflix 

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

D8. Which channels do you think you'd watch less of in this way? Base: those who’d watch less live/recorded TV (911), 16-34s who’d watch less live/recorded TV (298), 35+s who’d watch less 

live/recorded TV (613) / D9. Which services do you think you'd spend less time using? Base: those who’d watch less on demand TV (904), 16-34s who’d watch less on demand TV (335), 35+s who’d 

watch less on demand TV (569) 

 

 

TV channels they’d watch less of (among those who’d watch 
less live/recorded TV) 

Services they’d watch less of (among those who’d watch less 
on demand TV) 

6% 

11% 

37% 

29% 

40% 

34% 

28% 

11% 

21% 

21% 

25% 

28% 

30% 

34% 

9% 

18% 

26% 

26% 

32% 

32% 

32% 

Don't know

Other channel(s)

BBC

Sky

ITV

Channel 4

Channel 5

All adults 35+s 16-34s

3% 

7% 

13% 

24% 

31% 

33% 

32% 

30% 

50% 

11% 

13% 

15% 

20% 

28% 

26% 

29% 

32% 

31% 

9% 

11% 

14% 

21% 

29% 

29% 

30% 

32% 

38% 

Don't know

Other paid for service(s)

Other free service(s)

Now TV

All4

Amazon Prime Video

ITV Hub

My5

Netflix

All adults 35+s 16-34s

73% 

PSB channels 82% 69% 

53% 

BVOD services 56% 52% 
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There were a minority of additional concerns raised about the 

impact of the changes  

Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

Volume of content making it 

harder to find what to watch  

 

About a reliance on older 

programmes might impact how 

many new shows are created    

Making people aware that the 

changes have happened – 

marketing will be important 

 

If there's more content on there would it make it more 

difficult to find new shows to watch? 

16-17, Heavy and medium, London  

 

Box sets are really a big thing now but I don’t want them to 

just rely on older shows. I would like to see older series and 

archive but still new high-quality shows too 

25-34, Light and non, Edinburgh  

I don’t browse iPlayer because I only go on to look for 
specific shows so I don’t know where I’d find out if these 

changes happen. They’d need to advertise it, rather 

than just expecting us to notice when we’re using it 

18-24, Light and non, Cardiff  

? 

? 

? 



Value perceptions 
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Most saw the changes as delivering better value for money from 

their licence fee, enhancing BBC iPlayer at no extra cost 

Value perceptions 

D2. To what extent to do you agree or disagree that these changes to BBC iPlayer would have the following impact on you personally? Base: total sample (2,220), 16-34s (723) 

 

63% 

All adults 

BBC iPlayer would offer greater value 

for money for licence-fee payers 

65+s 69% 

16-24s+s 55% 
I think it would impact the value that you're 

getting from iPlayer. You would feel like they are 

thinking of you more as the customer 
55-74, Light and non, London 

 

We’re scrutinising the BBC because we are 

paying for it and we think that we 

deserve more for our money 
55-74, Light and non, Glasgow 

 

It’s good because you’re not having to pay more 
but you have an unlimited amount of content.    

It would definitely improve the value 
16-17, Heavy and mid, London 

Slightly/Strongly agree  

Neither agree nor disagree 

Slightly/ Strongly disagree 

60% 

16-34s 
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D2. To what extent to do you agree or disagree that these changes to BBC iPlayer would have the following impact on you personally? Base: total sample (2,220), 16-34s (723) 

The changes were interpreted as an effort to ‘catch up’ with 

other services and encouraged more positivity towards the BBC  

62% 

All adults 

People would have a more favourable 

impression of BBC iPlayer than they do now 

Slightly/Strongly agree  

Neither agree nor disagree 

Slightly/ Strongly disagree 

The BBC have seen that they’re falling behind other 

services and they’re making an effort to be 

more competitive. I think it’s a really positive step  

35-54, Light and non, Wales 

 

I would remain positive, maybe even more so  
16-17, Heavy and mid, London 

 

I think it’s really good the BBC is doing 

something like this, and about time too 

35 -54, Light and non, Leeds 

59% 

16-34s 



1. The proposed changes and how we tested them in the research  

2. How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today   

3. Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

4. Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

5. Final thoughts  
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We explored the societal impact of the changes in the context 

of the BBC’s public purposes  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

The BBC is a public service organisation 

It has 5 public purposes to help it achieve its core mission to inform, educate and entertain. 

1. To provide impartial news and information 

2. To support learning for everyone  

3. To be creative and distinctive, whilst delivering high quality TV programmes, TV channels and services 

like BBC iPlayer 

4. To reflect, represent and serve everyone in the UK  

5. To make programmes which reflect the UK, its culture and values to the rest of the world 

• Audiences were introduced to the purposes (in simplified language to increase clarity and accessibility) and 

asked to individually highlight words which they felt would be affected by the proposed changes  
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The task emphasised how the proposed changes made BBC 

iPlayer feel as though it was for everyone  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

The BBC is a public service organisation 

It has 5 public purposes to help it achieve its core mission to inform, educate and entertain. 

1. To provide impartial news and information 

2. To support learning for everyone  

3. To be creative and distinctive, whilst delivering high quality TV programmes, TV channels and services 

like BBC iPlayer 

4. To reflect, represent and serve everyone in the UK  

5. To make programmes which reflect the UK, its culture and values to the rest of the world 

• Audiences were introduced to the purposes (simplified to more accessible language) and asked to 

individually highlight words which they felt would be affected by the proposed changes  
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This illustrates how the proposed changes were felt to deliver 

most strongly on three purposes for most people 

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

The BBC is a public service organisation 

It has 5 public purposes to help it achieve its core mission to inform, educate and entertain. 

1. To provide impartial news and information 

2. To support learning for everyone  

3. To be creative and distinctive, whilst delivering high quality TV programmes, TV channels and services 

like BBC iPlayer 

4. To reflect, represent  and serve everyone in the UK  

5. To make programmes which reflect the UK, its culture and values to the rest of the world 

• Audiences were introduced to the purposes (simplified to more accessible language) and asked to 

individually highlight words which they felt would be affected by the proposed changes  

Key:        general disagreement          mixed views          general agreement   
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The changes were felt to support learning for everyone by 

increasing the availability of BBC educational content  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

Why and how supported by changes? 

• BBC seen as producing distinct and high quality 

factual and educational content  

• Would increased availability and volume of new 

documentaries on BBC iPlayer 

• Archive would open up older factual content for 
longer 

 

I agree it supports learning because they’ll 

make documentaries available for 

longer…if you think it was Blue Planet that 

sparked a lot of the conversation around plastic 
and the environment  

25-34, Heavy and mid, Swansea  

By having more older documentaries 

and educational series then definitely 

that would happen 

16-17, Heavy and mid, London 

 

BBC is more educational whereas Netflix is 

bit more you know… 

25-34, Light and non, Edinburgh  
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Overall, they were also felt to support the BBC being creative 

and distinctive, whilst delivering high quality services 

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

Why and how supported by changes? 

• Evolves the nature and role of BBC iPlayer as an on 

demand service – “not just catch-up”  

• Increases access to the ‘best of the BBC’ - content 

(new and old) which is seen as creative and distinct 

• Would mean more high quality content is available  

• Makes BBC iPlayer more of a destination for British 

content 

 

 

    

I circled creative because I think they are 

being creative by thinking outside the box and 

trying to improve things… it’s a creative move  

55-74, Heavy and mid, Cardiff 

 

If they could have old shows that they were 
known for like Sherlock and Merlin then that 

would make them standout as creative 

and distinctive 

16-17, Heavy and mid, London 

 

The BBC do period drama better than 

anyone, so if it would have more of that then it 

would be distinct 
55-74, Light and non, London 
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Audiences consistently felt that the changes would enable the 

BBC to better reflect and represent everyone in UK  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

Why and how supported by changes? 

• Allows BBC iPlayer to meet different types 

of viewing needs by having more content, 

for longer 

• Can cater to more niche audiences – ‘The 

majority and the minority’ 

    

Between 18 and 88 everybody will be able to 

pick and choose what they are going to watch 

and how long for 

55-74, Light and non, Glasgow 

  

I circled to serve everyone in the UK, because 

these things apply to the binge watchers of box sets 
and for people wanting to watch older programmes   

25-34, Light and non, Edinburgh 

 

By keeping the programmes on there for a longer time 

then its catering to peoples wants and 

needs 

18-24, Light and non, Cardiff 
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This was reflected in agreement that BBC iPlayer would extend its 

appeal to a wider audience by making the changes 

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

D14. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Base: total sample (2,200), 16-34s (723) 

 

63% 

All adults 

BBC iPlayer would appeal to a 

wider variety of different people 

than it does now 

66% 

All adults 

The changes would make BBC 

iPlayer more appealing to people 
generally 

How the changes to BBC iPlayer would impact others (total sample) 
 

     Slightly/Strongly agree      Neither agree nor disagree      Slightly/Strongly disagree 

65+s 71% 

63% 

All adults 

More people would use BBC 
iPlayer than do so now if these 

changes were made 

62% 

16-34s 

61% 

16-34s 

61% 

16-34s 
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By better serving everyone, some felt this would be beneficial to 

those who are less able to afford subscription services 

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

NB: this opinion was only from a minority of respondents  

The changes would impact those who are in poverty 

because it would help them to make a saving 

by just sticking to iPlayer  
55-74, Light and non, Glasgow 

 

This will be better for those people who can’t 

afford to pay for things like Sky and Virgin 

and Netflix  
 
With these changes they are getting more for their 
money and have more to watch  

35-54, Light and non, Leeds 

 

Why and how supported by changes? 

• Providing a high-quality service limiting the 

need for additional spend  

• Longer availability windows and archive 

content offer some of the benefits normally 

associated with SVOD services 
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And there was felt to be more opportunity for BBC to serve the 

needs of different parts of the UK and different ethnic groups 

  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

Why and how supported by changes? 

• Seen as enabling BBC iPlayer to provide more 

content that represents audiences in nations and 

regions (from archive rather than new shows)  

• Also, seen as an opportunity to represent different 

ethnic groups and cultures across the UK 

• But, depends on current perceptions of BBC and 
portrayal (more mixed views in nations)   

    

 

 

Britain is a multicultural nation now 

and we can’t get away from that. Even in 
Glasgow there are so many different races and 
we’ve got to start reflecting on that 

55-74, Light and non, Glasgow 

More multicultural representation 
particularly for the groups which we have large 
migrant populations e.g. Poland, Pakistan…I 
don't think the Polish are (represented) enough  

55-74, Light and non, Glasgow 

 

Netflix won’t have any shows on Cardiff but BBC 

does. iPlayer could do more to show 

you programmes about your area  
18-24, Light and non, Cardiff 
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The majority felt that extending the availability of content would 

benefit different age groups 

  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

Older audiences 

    • Enables viewing of older 

favourites through archive 

• Increases ease of 

accessibility – BBC iPlayer 

can be a ‘one stop shop’ for 

audiences who don’t use 

Netflix regularly / at all 

    

Children 

    

16-24s 

    • More availability of children’s 

programmes – including older 
classics that parents can 

introduce children to 

• Increases the educational role 

of BBC iPlayer by providing 

access to documentaries  

 

    

• Increases potential for BBC iPlayer 

to meet viewing preferences – 

particularly box sets 

• Could make BBC iPlayer an 

alternative to Netflix – particularly 

for British content 
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The majority felt that extending the availability of content would 

benefit different age groups 

  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

It could be good for 

elderly people who are 

in doors quite a lot. My 
mum’s in her 80’s and she 
would enjoy the availability 
of older programmes and 
even the current stuff 

55-74, Light and non, London 

 

It would support learning 

for children especially… 

documentaries like your 
Blue Planet would be 
available all the time  

25-34, Light and non, Edinburgh 

 

If my 17 year old was 

aware of the variety on 

iPlayer then I think she 

would use it more 
55-74, Light and non, London 

 

Older audiences 

    

Children 

    

16-24s 
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Although, to appeal to 16-24s, some felt that the changes would 

need to be supported by other developments 

  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

To better serve younger audiences, BBC iPlayer also 

needs to:   

• Make more content that feels as though it’s aimed 

“at them” 

• Promote relevant / appealing content away from 

BBC iPlayer (and not just on BBC linear channels)  

• Increase perception of personalisation and content 
promotion on BBC iPlayer 

• Ensure distinct British content for younger audiences 

(e.g. vs. Netflix) cuts through  

    

I just can’t see younger people I know getting 

really excited about the BBC because 

traditionally it’s for older people   

55-74, Light and non, London 

 

BBC are looking for a larger audience overall...but it's 

not catered individually enough  

18-24, Light and non, Cardiff 
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The changes were seen as enabling the BBC to better reflect the 

values and culture of the UK today 

  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

Why and how supported by changes? 

• Enables BBC iPlayer to increase it’s role as a home for 

quality and educational British content 

• Allows BBC iPlayer to house more content that reflects 

British values today and in past (through archive) 

• But, only a minority saw this as reflecting values to the 

rest of the world (due to BBC iPlayer access outside UK) 

    

They are expressing British culture and 

values with things that have happened here 

before and not just now  

16-17, Heavy and mid, London 

 

I think reflects UK values. If something is 

on there for a long time and its cultural then it 
serves the people  

18-24, Light and non, Cardiff 

 

With shows like David Attenborough all the 

series, they’re educational and show the 

rest of the world we care and this is 

what we like to watch  
16-17, Heavy and mid, London 
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The BBC’s remit of providing impartial news and information was 

seen as less relevant to the changes 

  

Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

Why and how supported by changes? 

• Minority felt that the changes would increase 

availability of news and current affairs content 

• But, for majority this purpose was seen as less 

relevant due to perceived lack of fit with news 

content and on demand viewing 

    

Yes, they will continue to do so but I don’t 

think it will be impacted that much  
16-17, Heavy and mid, London 

iPlayer is essentially for programmes or series that 
you haven't seen. I wouldn’t not watch a 
programme because of the BBC’s impartiality… 

It's nothing to do with the programmes 

55-74, Light and non, Glasgow 

I wouldn’t agree that the BBC is impartial but I 

don’t see how that impacts how I use iPlayer 

25-34, Heavy and mid, Swansea 



1. The proposed changes and how we tested them in the research  

2. How audiences feel about BBC iPlayer today   

3. Audience reactions from a personal perspective  

4. Audience reactions from a societal perspective  

5. Final thoughts  
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This research has shown that the proposed changes to BBC 

iPlayer are in the public’s interest 

Final thoughts  

• We tested this hypothesis: extending the range of content and its 
availability on BBC iPlayer increases the public value of the service 

 

Our verdict 

 

 The proposed changes are well received across all age groups and address some identified current frustrations / issues 

they have with BBC iPlayer at the moment  

 Favourability towards BBC iPlayer would improve considerably if all proposed changes were made (including 16-34s) – 
and particularly amongst light/non users  

 The changes would boost perceptions of the quality, range and relevance of BBC iPlayer and are seen as “essential” to 
meet modern day on-demand expectations  

 The changes would also encourage greater browsing of BBC iPlayer, helping the service becoming more of an 

entertainment destination  

 There was widespread agreement that the changes would encourage greater usage of BBC iPlayer, with claimed reach 
increasing amongst non-users and expected time spent increasing for current users 

 People expect to watch more TV overall and although they may watch less live TV the changes are unlikely to 
cannibalise BBC’s linear channels. Netflix is also more likely to be curtailed than BVOD services 

 

Personal impact 
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More widely, the changes are seen to be beneficial for other 

people and will help the BBC to deliver its core mission   

Final thoughts  

 The changes were felt to help the BBC deliver on three of the Public Purposes, through supporting learning, helping the 
BBC to be creative and distinctive and by better reflecting and representing everyone in the UK  

 There is widespread agreement that BBC iPlayer would extend its appeal to a wider audience by making the changes 

and in turn deliver better value to people, including those who may be less able to afford pay TV or SVOD services   

 The changes would provide more opportunity for the BBC to serve the needs of different parts of the UK and different 
ethnic groups, as well as all ages  

 If the changes were to be implemented, audiences feel that these help enable the BBC to better reflect the values and 

culture of the UK today  

 Ultimately, audiences felt that these changes were a good thing for the BBC to do – both for themselves and for other 
people across the UK  

 

 

Societal impact 

 

• We tested this hypothesis: extending the range of content and its 
availability on BBC iPlayer increases the public value of the service 

 

Our verdict 
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1) 30 day catch-up 
 
The latest episodes available for 30 days 
after transmission 



Episodes 1-3 Episodes 7 - 10 Episode 1 Episodes 3- 6 Episodes 2-5 

Episode 1 Episodes 1- 3 Episodes 5 - 8 Episodes 1- 4 Episodes 3 - 6 

Episodes 3 - 6 Episodes 1- 4 Episode 1 Episodes 1- 2 Episodes 2- 5 

1) 30 day catch-up - the latest episodes available for 30 days after transmission 
 



2) Current series 
 
Full series available  for 30 days after 
transmission of the final episode 



Episodes 1-3 Series 11 Episode 1 Series 1 Episodes 1-5 

Episodes 1 Episodes 1- 3 Series 5 Episodes 1- 4 Episodes 1 - 6 

Series 1 Episodes 1- 4 Episodes 1 Episodes 1- 2 Series 1 

2) Current series, in full, available for 30 days after transmission of the final episode 
 



3) Current series + past series  
 
Full series available  for 30 days after 
transmission, plus previous series available 
ahead of the new series 



Episodes 1-3 Series 1- 11 Episode 1 Series 1 Episodes 1-5 

Episode 1 Series 1-14 Series 1- 5 Series 1 - 3  Series 1 - 9 

Series 1 Series 1- 4 Series 24 - 25 Series 1 - 12 Series 1 - 5 

3) Current series in full, plus previous series of same titles 



4) Current and past series available for longer 
 
Full series available for one year after 
transmission, plus previous series available 
ahead of the new series 
 
 



4) Current and past series in full, available for longer 
 
 
 
 
 



5) Current series, past series + older 
programmes 
 
Current and past series, plus selected older 
programmes (archive) 
 
 
 



5) Current series and previous series in full + more older programmes 
 
 
 



Children’s  Programmes – CBBC and CBeebies 



Series 3 Episodes 1-11 Series 1 - 2 Episode 1 Series 4 - 5 Episodes 2-5 Episodes 1-3 

Series 7 Episode 1 -4 Episodes 1- 3 Episodes 1 - 6 Series 3 Episodes 1 - 11 Episodes 3 - 6 Episodes 5 - 9 

Episodes 3 - 6 Episodes 1- 4 Episode 1 

Episodes 1- 5 

Episodes 2- 6 

Episodes 1 - 50 Series 1- 2 Episodes 1 - 20 Episodes 1- 50 Episodes 1 - 30 

Children’s  Programmes – CBBC and CBeebies 

1) 30 day catch-up 



2)  Children’s  programmes – current and past series in full  plus  selected older programmes 
 


